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The intensities of the forbidden Q-branch transitions 022 f 0–0000, 122 f 0–0000, and 022 f 1–0000 for HCN have been
measured. The intensities of the 022 f 0–0000 transitions of DCN, D13C15N, and H12C15N were also measured, as well
as the 022 f 1–0000 transitions of H12C15N and H13C15N. These Q-branch transitions are forbidden even when the effects
of l-type resonance are considered so they must get their intensity from some other Coriolis interactions. The much
stronger P- and R-branch lines for the e levels of these same vibrational transitions were also measured and they are
shown to get most of their intensity from l-type resonance. However, the same Coriolis resonance that gives intensity
to the Q-branch transitions seems to affect the DJ Å {1 transitions as shown by the difference in the intensities of the
DJ Å /1 and DJ Å 01 transitions. Measurements of the intensity of the 033e0–0000 and 033 f 0–0000 transitions
shows that they derive most, but perhaps not all, of their intensity from l-type resonance. An unsuccessful search for
forbidden DJ Å 0, e–e transitions for the strong 1000–0000 band shows that there is no detectable mixing of the e
and f levels. q 1997 Academic Press

INTRODUCTION sity borrowing also affects the intensity of the X 22eY –0000
transitions although it is somewhat masked by the stronger

Infrared intensity measurements of weak transitions can effect of l-type resonance.
be a sensitive way to observe weak interactions as was We also have made measurements of the Dl Å 3 transi-
shown in our analysis of the Herman–Wallis effect for the tions involving the 033 f 0–0000 Q branch, as well as the
very weak CN stretching fundamental band of HCN (1) . In 033e0–0000 P and R branches. These Dl Å 3 transitions get
other papers (2, 3) it has been shown how the mixing of most of their intensity through l-type resonance which mixes
levels through l-type resonance can have a significant effect the 0330 and 0310 states. This work shows, through the
on the J-dependence of the intensity. In the case of normally agreement of the calculated and observed intensity, that we
allowed transitions, l-type resonance modifies the normal J- really do understand how that transition gets most of its
dependence of the intensity creating a so-called Herman– intensity. It has been suggested that the nearby n3 level may
Wallis effect. In a number of papers the intensity also has perturb the 0310 state but the effects of that interaction must
been used to help in determining the degree of mixing of be very small because they are not seen in the present mea-
vibrationally coupled levels. This is particularly useful when surements.
only one ‘‘bright state’’ is involved and the intensity can be We have also sought to observe forbidden DJ Å 0, e–e
assumed to be entirely due to interactions with that state. A transitions for the 1000–0000 band of HCN, to see if there
good example of that was the analysis of the mixing of the is any detectable mixing of these e levels with the f levels
2008, 6002, and 7200 levels in HC15N by Romanini and of some other band in the field-free low-pressure environ-
Lehmann (4) . ment of these measurements. In this paper we denote the

It is particularly useful to study transitions that are forbid- CH stretching fundamental as n1 and the CN stretching fun-
den by the normal selection rules because, if any intensity damental as n3 . Our failure to observe any forbidden Q-
at all is observed, it must be due to some interaction that branch transitions for the n1 band shows that there is no sign
enables the transition to borrow intensity from an allowed of a mixing of the e and f levels which also might have
transition. For this paper we measured, apparently for the explained some of the intensity of the Dl Å 2 and Dl Å 3
first time, the intensity of forbidden Dl Å 2 Q-branch transi- transitions.
tions of the type X 22 f Y –0000 where the intensity must be
borrowed from some distant allowed transition. That inten- EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

This work is based on spectra measured on the Bruker1 Present address: Department of Physics, 174 West 18th Avenue, Colum-
bus, OH 43210-1106. IFS120HR interferometer in the Giessen laboratory. This
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INTENSITIES OF Dl ú 1 TRANSITIONS OF ISOTOPOMERS OF HCN 357

instrument was equipped with vacuum transfer optics and rules on l cannot be rigidly obeyed. Coriolis interactions do
not result in any mixing of the e levels with the f levels.various light sources, beam splitters, optical filters, and de-

tectors to yield optimum instrumental performance in the The most common form of Coriolis interaction is l-type
resonance which gives intensity to the P- and R-branch tran-different spectral regions. The measurements were made

with an unapodized instrumental resolution that was less sitions that we observed in HCN for the 022e0–0000, 122e0–
0000, and 022e1–0000 bands. A quantitative fit of the inten-than the Doppler width of the lines. The spectra were mea-

sured at pressures between 1 and 5 mbar as determined with sities of these transitions shows that, as expected, their transi-
tion dipole moment goes to zero for the lowest rotationala capacitance pressure gauge (MKS baratron). Most of the

measurements involved weak features for which instrumen- transitions, and the J-dependence of the transition dipole
moment is so great that the intensity maximum for both Ptal distortion and saturation effects were negligible. The

measurements of most of the heavy atom isotopomers were and R branches occurs at about J Å 18, which is much
higher than that for a normal band where the maximum ismade with a White-type borosilicate glass cell having a base

length of 0.82 m and a volume of about 71. This cell was at about J Å 8. The intensity of these transitions can be
understood as arising from a mixing of the X 20Y levels withset for a path length of 19.68 m for most of the measure-

ments. For the measurements of the 0220–0000 band of the X 22eY levels. Since that mixing cannot give intensity to
the X 22 f Y –0000 transitions, it was surprising to find theH12C14N and H12C15N the cell was set for a path length of

13.12 m. The weakest bands of the normal isotopomer were Q-branch transitions due to 022 f 0–0000, 122 f 0–0000, and
022 f 1–0000. It was not surprising, however, to find thatmeasured with a stainless steel White-type multipass cell

with a base length of 4 m. This cell was set for a path length those transitions are considerably weaker than the corre-
sponding Dl Å 2, e–e , P- and R-branch transitions. Figureof 192 m near 3516 cm01 and 240 m near 4698 cm01 .

In addition to using a sample of HCN with the normal 1 shows the spectrum in the region of the 02 2 f 0–0000 Q-
branch transitions. Figures 2 and 3 show the spectra in theisotopic abundance, we also used a sample consisting of

about 98% H13C15N and another sample with 95% H12C15N, regions of the other two Q branches. The latter two are much
weaker because they involve changes of three vibrational1% H13C15N, and 4% H12C14N. The measurements of DCN

were made with a sample that contained 99% deuterium but quanta, rather than two.
In two spectra made with enriched samples of H12C15None can expect that exchange with residual water in the

system would result in a spectrum with a slightly smaller we also have observed the transitions 022 f 0–0000 and
022 f 1–0000 for that isotopomer and we have a spectrum ofeffective deuterium content. The D13C15N measurements

were made with a sample enriched to about 98%. H13C15N in which the 022 f 1–0000 transitions are just barely
visible. In spectra of DCN and D13C15N the 022 f 0–0000
transitions have also been observed but they seem to haveDESCRIPTION OF THE FORBIDDEN TRANSITIONS
intensities that are weaker than the same transitions for HCN

The normal selection rules for spontaneous electric dipole by a factor of 4 to 6. Since the signal to noise ratio was less
transitions for a linear triatomic molecule are favorable, a good measurement of the intensities for the

deuterated species was not possible. All of these Q branches
DJ Å 0, {1, Dl Å 0, had intensity maxima at J Ç 16, perhaps a little higher for

DCN. A normal Dl Å {1 Q branch would have an intensity
except that DJ Å 0 is not allowed for l Å 0, and maximum at J Ç 8 while a Dl Å 0 Q branch is strongest

for the lowest J transition, J Å 1 for a p– p transition.
DJ Å 0, {1 for Dl Å {1. We have also measured the intensities of the forbidden P-

and R-branch transitions for 033e0–0000 and the Q-branch
transitions for 033 f 0–0000. In both these cases the Dl Å 3The rovibrational energy levels for HCN can be classed as

either e or f levels according to the parity of the levels as transitions are allowed because of the mixing due to l-type
resonance between the 0310 and 0330 states. In this casedescribed by Brown et al. (5) . This classification forms the

basis for an even more rigid selection rule that for DJ Å 0 one would expect the Q-branch transitions to be stronger
than the P- and R-branch transitions as is found for a normalonly e } f transitions are allowed and for DJ Å {1 only

e } e and f } f transitions are allowed. If there were any perpendicular transition. The lines of these bands have a
maximum intensity at J Ç 19 and the Q-branch transitionsmixing of the e and f levels, then the selection rules would

appear to be violated. are more than twice the intensity of the R-branch transitions.
The R-branch transitions were reported earlier (6) althoughCoriolis interactions can couple certain levels that have

different amounts of vibrational angular momentum, differ- no intensity measurements were made.
If there were any mixing of the e and f states then anyent l . That coupling results in a mixing of the wavefunctions

of the levels and may result in levels for which the value of transition that is allowed to an e state would also be allowed
to an f state and vice versa. This would mean that since thel is not well defined. If l is poorly defined, then any selection
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MAKI ET AL.358

FIG. 1. Spectrum in the region of the Q-branch transitions for the 0220–0000 band of HCN. The tick marks at the top indicate the positions of the
transitions. The J values divisible by 5 are indicated by longer tick marks. The band center is at the left-hand side of the figure.

022e0 and 0200 states are mixed by l-type resonance, then ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
the 022 f 0 and 0200 states would also be mixed. It also would
mean that e–e Q-branch transitions would be possible. To The assignment of the transitions was based on earlier

published and unpublished analyses of a great number oftest this latter possibility, we have tried to observe Q-branch
transitions for the 1000–0000 band near 3311 cm01 . Our allowed transitions for H12C14N (7) , H12C15N (7) , H13C15N

(8) , D12C14N (8, 9) , and D13C15N (8, 9) . We are confidentfailure to observe such transitions means that they must have
transition dipole moments smaller than 1.5 1 1004 D or that the transitions have been correctly identified because the

measured transition wavenumbers agreed with the calculatedintensities that are less than 4 1 1006 times the intensity of
the normally allowed transitions. These measurements were wavenumbers to within the estimated uncertainty of about

{0.0006 cm01 for individual line measurements of a nearlymade in a field-free environment at a pressure of 1 mbar
and a path length of 192 m. complete series of Q-branch transitions.

FIG. 2. Spectrum in the region of the Q-branch transitions for the 0221–0000 band of HCN. The % transmission scale applies to the upper curve.
The lower curve is the same spectrum on a transmission scale expanded by a factor of 10 so that it ranges from a maximum of 100% transmission to a
minimum of 90% transmission. The tick marks indicate the location of the Q-branch transitions. The band center is on the right-hand side of the figure.
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INTENSITIES OF Dl ú 1 TRANSITIONS OF ISOTOPOMERS OF HCN 359

lower state rovibrational level, T is the temperature (kelvin) ,
a is the isotopic abundance of the species being considered,
k is the Boltzman constant, and nm is the wavenumber of
the center of the line. The Hönl–London terms have been
included in the squared transition dipole term, R 2 . To allow
for the possibility that the effective transition dipole may
have contributions from several sources, it was defined as
a sum of several terms as

R Å L1C1F1(J) / L2C2F2(J) / etc., [3]

where Li is the Hönl–London factor and Fi (J) is a function
of J . Their form is determined by the perturbations that

FIG. 3. Spectrum in the region of the Q-branch transitions for the 1220– contribute the intensity factors Ci , as will be described later.
0000 band of HCN. The % transmission scale applies to the upper curve.

With this definition the constants Ci may be given in debyeThe lower curve is the same spectrum on a transmission scale expanded by
units. The relative signs of the transition dipole moment con-a factor of 10 so that it ranges from a maximum of 100% transmission to a

minimum of 90% transmission. The tick marks indicate the location of the stants, Ci , can be determined from the present measurements
Q-branch transitions with the longer tick marks indicating the J values divisi- even though their absolute signs cannot be determined at this
ble by 5. The band center is on the right-hand side of the figure. time. Table 1 gives the partition functions and some other

molecular properties used in this analysis. Tables 2 and 3
give the measured Dl Å 2 line intensities for those bands for

The intensity of each line was determined by a nonlinear which good Q-branch intensity measurements were made.
least-squares fit of the line profile using the fitting program Table 4 gives the measured line intensities for the two deuter-
INTBAT developed by Johns and co-workers (10, 11) and ated isotopomers for which the Q-branch intensities were
used in our earlier intensity measurements (1, 3) . This pro- poorly determined. The observed 0 calculated (O 0 C) val-
gram fits the lineshape to a Voigt profile that has been con- ues given in Tables 2 to 4 were given by the least-squares
volved with an instrument function. The profile of each line fit that gave the constants labeled ‘‘obs.’’ in Table 5.
was fit to five parameters, the background 100% transmis- We shall show in the next sections that a reasonable form
sion level, the slope of the 100% transmission level, the for Eq. [3] for the Dl Å 2 transitions is
center position of the line, the linewidth, and the line inten-
sity. The line intensity, Sm , is defined by R Å L1{C1 / C2J *(J * / 1)} {J *(J * / 1) 0 2}1/2

/ L2{C3 / C4J *(J * / 1)} [4]
Sm Å p01l01 * kndn, [1]

1 {J *(J * / 1)[J *(J * / 1) 0 2]}1/2 .
where p is the HCN pressure, l is the absorption pathlength,
kn is the absorption coefficient at wavenumber n, and the For P- and R-branch transitions the Hönl–London terms
integration is over the entire absorption line. The absorption were
coefficient is given by

L1 Å 1
2(J * 0 J 9)(3J * 0 J 9 / 1)1/2 [5]

kn Å ln(I0 /I)n .

and
The analysis avoided using lines for which the peak absorp-
tions were greater than 70% (kn ú 1.2) . This paper deals L2 Å [(J * / J 9 / 1)/2]1/2 ,
with transitions that are forbidden in the absence of rotation,
which means that the rotationless transition dipole moment while for Q-branch transitions we used
is zero. Consequently the line intensities were used to deter-
mine a transition dipole moment function given by L1 Å [(2J / 1)/2]1/2

R 2 Å (Sm3hcQrQ£
T ) /8p 3nm273.15

[2]
and

1 La exp[0E 9 /kT](1 0 exp[0nm /kT]) ,
L2 Å 0.

where Qr and Q
£

are the rotational and vibrational partition
functions, L is Loschmidt’s number, E 9 is the energy of the It is important to note that the sign of L1 in Eq. [5] is not
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MAKI ET AL.360

TABLE 1
Some Constants Used in This Work

the same for the P-branch and R-branch transitions. Conse- and the coupling matrix elements are given by
quently, the terms with C1 and C2 either add to, or subtract
from, the terms with C3 and C4 depending on whether DJ W20 Å W02 Å W020 Å W002

Å /1 or DJ Å 01. The form of Eq. [3] used for the Dl Å
Å q

£
[J 2(J / 1)2 0 2J(J / 1)]1/2 /

√
23 transitions will be given later. Table 5 gives the constants

determined by a least-squares fit of the observed line intensi-
andties to Eq. [4] . The O 0 C values given in Tables 2 to

4 were the deviations given by the least-squares fit that
W202 Å W022 Å 1

2r£
[J 2(J / 1)2 0 2J(J / 1)] .determined the constants given in Table 5.

Intensity Contribution from l-Type Resonance for £2 Å 2 Because of its symmetry, Eq. [6] can be transformed into
a 2 1 2 matrix representing the e levels,To calculate the mixing of the wavefunctions due to l-

type resonance, one must find the eigenvectors for the energy
matrix that includes the matrix elements for l-type reso-

E Å Z E(X 22Y ) / W22

√
2W20√

2W20 E(X 20Y )
Z , [8]nance. If £2 Å 2, the energy matrix with l-type resonance

for a given value of J is given by

and a 1 1 1 matrix representing the f levels,

E Å Z E(X 22Y ) W20 W202

W02 E(X 20Y ) W002

W022 W020 E(X 202Y )
Z , [6]

E(X 22Y ) 0 W22 .

Even without that transformation, the eigenvectors of Eq.where the unperturbed wavenumber of the energy level is
[6] show that there is no mixing of the 0200 level with onegiven by
of the two 0220 levels, the f level. Consequently, l-type
resonance does not mix the l Å 0 state with the f level of

E Å G
£
/ B

£
J(J / 1)

[7]
the l Å 2 state. This leaves unchanged the selection rule Dl
x 2 for the f levels. Both e levels that are the eigenvalues0 D

£
[J(J / 1) 0 l 2] 2 / H

£
[J(J / 1) 0 l 2] 3
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INTENSITIES OF Dl ú 1 TRANSITIONS OF ISOTOPOMERS OF HCN 361

TABLE 2
Measured Intensities (1004 cm02 atm01 ) of the 0220–0000 Transitions for H12C14N and H12C15N

for Eq. [8] are really a mixture of l Å 0 and l Å 2 states, with
consequently the selection rule Dl Å 0 can be applied to

X Å 8W 2
20 / [E(0220) / W22 0 E(0200)]2 .transitions from the ground state to either of the two e states.

To use the best form for Eq. [3] to represent the effect
Expanding Eq. [9] in a power series, retaining only the firstof l-type resonance we need to know the approximate form
terms, and leaving out the W22 term because it is so smallof the mixing coefficient given by the energy matrix, Eq.
gives[8] . The perturbed form of the wavefunction for the 022e0

level may be given by b Å 1
2X 1/2 Å q

£
[J 2(J / 1)2

0 2J(J / 1)]1/2 / [E(0220) 0 E(0200)] .c(022e0) Å ac 0(022e0) 0 bc 0(0200) ,

Thus the dominant term in the transition dipole moment forwhere
the 022e0–0000 transitions will be

a 2 / b 2 Å 1
CF(J) Å bR(0200–0000)

and Å q
£
R(0200–0000)[J 2(J / 1)2 [10]

b 2 Å 1
2[(1 / X )1/2 0 1](1 / X )01/2 [9] 0 2J(J / 1)]1/2 / [E(0220) – E(0200)] ,
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TABLE 3
Measured Intensities (1006 cm02 atm01 ) of the 1220–0000 and 0221–0000 Transitions of HCN

or calculation and also to compare the expected intensity pattern
with what is observed, we have calculated the intensity of all
the lines for the P and R branches of the bands measured inC Å q

£
R(0200–0000)/[E(0220) 0 E(0200)] , [11]

this work using the eigenvectors given by the diagonalization
of the energy matrix. All of the constants needed to evaluateand
the energy matrix, Eq. [6], have been given by Maki et al.
(7, 8) so it was easy to calculate exactly the effect of theF(J) Å [J 2(J / 1)2 0 2J(J / 1)]1/2 , [12]
resonance in transferring intensity from the X 20Y –0000 tran-
sitions to the X 22eY –0000 transitions. More details of thatwhere J Å J * because the upper state is the one that is
calculation have been given by Maki et al. (2) who followedinvolved in the resonance. The J-dependence of Eq. [12] is
the formulation given by DiLauro and Mills (12). These cal-the same as that for the C3 term of Eq. [4] . Since this is
culations used the transition dipoles given in Table 1.based on the transition dipole R(0200–0000), then the

The calculated intensities were fitted in the same way thatHönl–London term, L2 in Eq. [4] , must be the one appro-
the experimental intensity values were fitted and the re-priate for a Dl Å 0, l Å 0 transition. Obviously, equations
sulting constants are given in the rows labeled ‘‘calc.’’ insimilar to Eq. [11] could be derived for any £2 Å 2 state.
Table 5. Those rows do not give any value for C1 becauseThe values of C given by appropriate variations of Eq. [11]
it was in all cases an order of magnitude smaller than theare listed in the last column of Table 5 and should be com-
observed value and smaller than its uncertainty. To havepared with the values of C3 in that table. In addition to the
a realistic comparison between the constants given by theC3 term in Eq. [4] , we have added a C4 term that has an
calculated and observed intensities, the fit of the calculatedadditional J(J / 1) dependence in order to allow for higher
transition intensities included only those transitions whoseorder terms that were ignored in our derivation of Eq. [10].

To see how well Eq. [11] agrees with a more detailed intensity was measured and the weight given to each mea-
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TABLE 4
Measured Intensities (1004 cm02 atm01 ) of the 0220–0000 Transitions for D12C14N and D13C15N

surement was also attached to each of the calculated intensi- served asymmetry of the P- and R-branch intensities, i.e.,
the C1 constants. If we assume that there is no way to mixties. This was done for each of the bands given in Table

5 and the agreement between the calculated and so-called the e and f levels, then the extra intensity factors must come
from some Coriolis interaction between the upper and orobserved constants for the e–e transitions was very pleasing.

However, when we fit the measured intensities of the forbid- lower states and an l Å 1 state because that is the only type
of state to which both upper and lower states can makeden P- and R-branch transitions with only the constants C3

and C4 the residuals of the fit were very large and were system- allowed DJ Å 0 transitions. It would serve no purpose to
investigate an interaction that does not lead to an allowedatically of opposite sign in the P branch from the residuals in

the R branch. It was obvious that some constant was needed transition, such as a purely vibrational interaction.
For a weak Dl Å {1 Coriolis interaction affecting thewhich would have a sign that depended on the sign of J*–J9.

The next section shows that the constants needed to improve upper state the energy matrix will have the form
the fit of the P- and R-branch intensities are the same constants
needed to fit the intensities of the Q-branch transitions.

E Å Z E(X 22 f Y ) W12

W12 E(perturber) Z , [13]

Intensity Contribution from Other Coriolis Sources

As shown above, l-type resonance does not affect the where
intensity of the Q-branch transitions of the type X 22 f Y –
0000. In addition, l-type resonance cannot explain the ob- W12 Å z{J(J / 1) 0 2}1/2
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which is the correct J-dependence for a Dl Å {1 perturba- particular case of the 031&30 levels the energy matrix has
the formtion. Treating the energy matrix, Eq. [13], in the same way

as Eq. [8] above we find that the contribution of this Coriolis
interaction to the intensity of the X 22 f Y –0000 transition
will be

E Å

E(0330) W31 W301 0
W13 E(0310) W101 W103

W013 W011 E(03010) W0103

0 W031 W0301 E(03030)

,

CF(J) Å bR(perturber–0000)

[15]Å zR(perturber–0000)[J *(J * / 1) 0 2]1/2

/ [E(X 22 f Y ) – E(perturber)] , where

or W31 Å W13 Å W0103 Å W0301

Å
√
3q[J 2(J / 1)2 0 8J(J / 1) / 12]1/2 /2,z Å C1[E(X 22 f Y ) 0 E(perturber)]

[14] W101 Å W011 Å qJ(J / 1),
/R(perturber–0000),

W301 Å W013 Å W031 Å W103

where R(perturber–0000) is the transition dipole moment Å
√
3rJ(J / 1)[J 2(J / 1)2

for the transition from the ground state to the perturber state.
0 8J(J / 1) / 12]1/2 /2,In these equations we have used z to represent the Coriolis

interaction constant. In some cases the Coriolis interaction
and the energy levels are given by Eq. [7] .constant is represented by a term such as z Å 2Bz where z

Equation [15] can be further simplified by transformingusually has a value between {1 and 0 (12) .
to two 2 1 2 matrices in the formSince the perturbing state cannot be an l Å 0 state, it is

evident that a nearly identical matrix must also apply to the
X 22eY levels and so the same intensity perturbation should

E Å Z E(0330) (W31 { W301)

(W31 { W301) E(0310) { W101
Z , [16]be found for the P- and R-branch transitions. This accounts

for the C1 term in Eq. [4] . The L1 term will be a Hönl–
London term for perpendicular transitions such as 0110–

where the matrix with the upper sign applies to the f levels0000. It is convenient that the L1 term that applies to P- and
and the one with the lower sign applies to the e levels. ThisR-branch transitions (Eq. [5]) has a term (J* 0 J 9) that is
has the same form as Eq. [8] so that the contribution to thenegative for P-branch transitions and positive for R-branch
transition dipole moment will be given bytransitions. Certain conventions could reverse these signs.

Similar arguments could be made for a Coriolis interaction
CF(J) Å

√
3qR(0310–0000)[J 2(J / 1)2involving the lower, ground, state.

We have also added to Eq. [4] an extra term, C2 , that is 0 8J(J / 1) / 12]1/2 [17]
intended to allow for higher order terms left out of our

/2[E(0330) – E(0310) | W101] .derivation. The C2 term was included in the fits of P- and
R-branch intensities but the uncertainty indicates it may not
be significant in most cases. This has a slightly different J-dependence from what is in

Eq. [4] so we have fit the data for the forbidden Dl Å 3This explanation requires that the C1 term have the same
value for the Q-branch transitions and for the P- and R- transitions to the following revision of Eq. [4]:
branch transitions. Table 5 shows that the fits of the observed
intensities do fulfill this requirement. The relative sign of R Å L2{C3 / C4J *(J * / 1)} {J = 2(J * / 1)2

[18]the transition dipole, the C1 term, cannot be determined from 0 8J *(J * / 1) / 12}1/2 .the Q-branch measurements, but the magnitude is in good
agreement with the same term for the P- and R-branch transi-

In Eq. [18] the Hönl–London term L2 will be the same as thetions.
L1 term in Eq. [4] in order to be appropriate for the DJ Å 0
or {1 transitions for 0310–0000 because those transitions areIntensity Contribution from l-Type Resonance for £2 Å 3
assumed to provide most of the transition dipole for the 0330–
0000 transitions. The first set of deviations shown in Table 6,The case of X 33Y –0000 transitions is different from the

D£2 Å 2 transitions because both the e and f levels of the (O0CI), came from a least-squares fit of the measured intensi-
ties of all the Dl Å 3 transitions to Eq. [18].l Å 3 state undergo a mixing with the l Å 1 state. For the
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TABLE 5
Components of the Transition Dipole Moment Arising from a Dl Å {1 Coriolis Interaction and

l -type Resonance (the Signs Are Relative to a Positive C3 )

The experimental intensity measurements are given in Ta- (O 0 CII) , shown in Table 6. Since that set of calculated
intensities was not based on these measurements, it is notble 6 and the constants that resulted from the least-squares

fits of the data are given in Table 7. Table 7 also gives surprising that the sum of the deviations is negative rather
than zero. In fact, it is surprising to us that the agreementthe constants that were determined by calculating the line

intensities and fitting those calculated intensities to Eq. [18]. is as good as it is.
Those calculated intensities were based on the measured

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
transition dipole moment given in Ref. (3) for the 0310–

Dl Å 2 Transitions0000 transition and took into account the mixing of the 0310
and 0330 levels through l-type resonance. This is the fit that In interpreting the results given in Table 5 one should

keep in mind several points. The constant C2 was includedgives the calculated values for the second set of deviations,
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TABLE 6
Measured Intensities (1006 cm02 atm01 at 298.8 K) of the 0330–0000 Transitions of H12C14N

in the fits for the sake of completeness but in no case does
there seem to be a significant value determined for that
constant. In only two cases were enough Q-branch transi- TABLE 7
tions measured to warrant including the C2 term in the fit Constants from the Least-Squares Fits of the Measured
and in both those cases the term was not significant. Until and Calculated Intensities to Eq. [18]
more accurate intensity values become available, the C2 con-
stants should be considered to be experimental artifacts. The
residuals of the least-squares fits are not noticeably worse
in fits that leave out the C2 constants.

In four cases, the 022 f 0–0000 transitions of DCN and
D13C15N and the 022 f 1–0000 transitions of H12C15N and
H13C15N, the signal-to-noise ratio for the measurements of
the forbidden Q-branch transitions is so poor (S /N É 2)
that the measurements for C1 given in Table 5 are only
reliable as an estimate of the correct order of magnitude.
The values for C1 given by the fits of the P- and R-branch
transitions are much more reliable. Ralf Petry has also made
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diode laser measurements of the Q-branch lines for DCN priate upper state. The most likely possibility is that the
ground state is mixed with the 0110 state which is the closestand D13C15N with a S/NÅ 10 or better, but for other reasons

intensity measurements were not possible (9) . l Å 1 state. For the various cases, this would mean that
As indicated before, the sign of the C1 constant is not

obtainable from the Q-branch measurements. In Table 5 the
ÉC1(0220–0000)/R(0220–0110)É

signs of all the constants are taken from the fits of the intensi-
ties for the P- and R-branch transitions and are all based on Å ÉC1(1220–0000)/R(1220–0110)É [19]
an assumed positive sign for the C3 constant. The data are

Å ÉC1(0221–0000)/R(0221–0110)É.fit equally well when the signs of all constants are reversed.
The signs of the constants are also dependent on the signs
used for the Hönl–London terms. To evaluate these ratios we have assumed that the value for

R(1220–0110) is the same as R(1110–0000) which ac-There is very good agreement between the observed and
calculated values of the C3 and C4 constants as shown in cording to Ref. (3) seems to be a good assumption, to within

about 8%. The same assumption was applied to R(0221–Table 5. In making the fits of the calculated intensities for
the X 22eY –0000 transitions we also tried to determine val- 0110) and R(0111–0000). While the above ratios are the

same order of magnitude, they are not the same; they varyues for the C1 and C2 constants and in all cases they were
close to zero with uncertainties larger than the values. This from 0.00022 to 0.00075. This makes it seem unlikely that

some ground state coupling is the sole source of the observedis strong evidence that the C3 and C4 terms are almost entirely
due to the effects of l-type resonance and the C1 and C2 intensity. There will also be weak couplings between the

ground state and other l Å 1 states but there is no reason toterms must come from some other source.
The agreement between the values of the C1 terms ob- expect they will be any stronger and since they are more

distant they would probably be less significant.served for both the DJ Å 0, f–e transitions and the DJ Å
{1, e–e transitions indicates that the same interaction, or To simplify the discussion of possibilities for upper state

mixing, we can consider the simplest example, the 022 f 0–combination of interactions, affects both the e and f levels
for l Å 2. That interaction would have to be with a level 0000 transitions. The nearest l Å 1 levels that might interact

with the 0220 level are 0110, 0310, 0111, and 1110, none ofwith l ú 0 in order to affect both the e and f levels. The
relative signs of C1 and C3 are the same for all isotopic which is closer than 680 cm01 . The transition dipole mo-

ments between the ground state and these upper states arespecies but are not the same for all transitions. C1 has the
same sign as C3 for the 0221–0000 transitions but the oppo- given in Table 1.

Because the transition dipole to the 0110 state is 50 timessite sign for the other two. C1 is large enough for its sign
to be apparent just from a quick look at the spectrum because greater than the transition dipole to the 0310 state and be-

cause they should have the same Coriolis coupling constantthe R branch is at least twice as strong as the P branch if
C1 is positive and the R branch is less than twice as strong with the 0220 state, it is unlikely that a mixing with the 0310

state could contribute much to the intensity. We can estimateas the P branch if C1 is negative, with respect to a positive
C3 . This is easily seen in Tables 2, 3, and 4. the contributions of the 0111 and 1110 levels to the intensity

of the 022 f 0–0000 transitions because we have values forAll the evidence points to the validity of the assumption
that the value of C1 comes from some Coriolis interaction z23 Å 0.153 and z12 Å 0.988 given by Nakagawa and Morino

(13) . The Coriolis coupling term, z , is usually given by 2Bzthat mixes either or both the upper and lower states with l
states such that the transition has the character of a Dl Å and the other constants in Eq. [14] are known so we can

estimate that the contribution to C1 will be 1.0 1 1005 D{1 transition. In Fig. 4 we show all the energy levels of f
parity, or symmetry, below 4900 cm01 . Each of these levels from the 1110 interaction and 0.2 1 1005 D from the 0111

interaction. These estimates may be in error by a factor ofcould, in principle, interact with the upper state of the Dl
Å 2, f–e transitions. Each of the levels shown in Fig. 4 is 2 and there is no guarantee that they will add together rather

than subtract, but even so these interactions do not seem toaccompanied by an e level which would interact with the
upper state e levels through the same interaction constant. be able to explain all the observed intensity.

If all of the intensity for 022 f 0–0000 comes from theThe e levels also could interact with the lower state, the
ground state, but the f levels could not. 011 f 0–0000 transition, then the interaction term, z , must be

given by Eq. [14] and is about 0.32 cm01 which gives a zSince this paper is concerned with transitions from the
ground state, let us look first at the possibilities for interac- of about 0.1. This same interaction also would have to apply

to the ground state and so its effect would either cancel ortions that might affect the mixing of the ground state with
l Å 1 states. If the values of the C1 constants are only due be doubled. Based on these considerations, it seems most

likely that the intensity of the 022 f 0–0000 transitions comesto interactions with the lower, ground state, then the values
of C1 will be proportional to the transition dipole moments in part from a Coriolis interaction of the upper state (0220)

with the 0110 state and also from the same interaction be-for transitions from the same perturbing state to the appro-
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FIG. 4. All of the energy levels of f symmetry for HCN below 4900 cm01 . In this diagram the wavenumber scale is based on zero wavenumbers
for the ground vibrational state.
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tween the ground state and the 0110 state. There also will It is not surprising that l-type resonance seems to account
for most of the intensity of the Dl Å 3 transitions becausebe contributions from interactions with the 0111 and 1110

states. a single Dl { 1 Coriolis interaction could not contribute any
intensity. Instead, either two Dl { 1 Coriolis interactionsThere are even more candidates for the perturbing level

for the higher states but probably the same interactions are are needed or one Dl { 2 interaction.
responsible for the majority of the intensity. Otherwise we
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